Motivating Horses, Performance and Learning Styles (May 2017)
Motivation= The reason one has for acting or behaving in a paticular way, the general desire or willingnes to do something, enthusiasm, drive, ambition, determination
performance = the action or process of carring out or accomplishing an action, taks or function,  the level of performance is a mix between ability/ skill and level of motivation
-It is most fun to work with a motivated horse who wants to please us, figure out what we want of him, is obedient, willing, attentive and sensitive.
-Life balances between Motivation and Frustration, with a horse and rider combination it becomes complex
-anytime we ride or drive the horse, longe him, do in hand work, liberty work,  we ask the horse to perform for us which needs a level of motivation
-the inner willingness and motiviation to acomplish certain tasks is a strong and  postive force, if the task matches  with the conformation of the horse and is paired with a supporting rider who can further and maintain the horses talents and skills a postive performance is to be expected.
-riding is an art a philosophy and should be fun for both it requires technique, intuiton, discipline, will, diligence (more so than pure talent but talent does help!), understanding of the horses nature, the ability to teach the horse, we need all of them to be able to motivate our horses successfully 
-the secret of motivation is the voluntary participation of the horse, if horse doesnt participate on his own will there cant be success and pleasure
What does horse need from us to be motivated?
-horses live in the now, they needs to be rewarded right away after they responded to us corectly (inside 3 sec.), ceasing of the aids and riders actions,  praise and emotional connection between rider and horse are forms of rewards
-we need to use our brain not our strenght, think, be creative, have a strategy, present the horse with a task that is temting, pleasant and ends up being normal/self evident, always ask yourself why didnt the horse understand me? question your own actions and aids if something didnt go acording to plan
-we need to respect the horses motivation and frustration levels if we just mobilize the horse the horse turns into a push button being and turned off in his mind
-motivation techniques aim to fulfill unsatisfied motives, we need to be a leader who can lead the horse to master difficult tasks through fulfilling his needs, Horses needs can be biological and vital (oxygen, food, water, peace, movement, reproductive needs) as well as individual needs for recognition and praise, change, social contacts and friendships, curiosity, pecking order dynamics, self presentation, security, protection, stability and more. Not every motive is an equally strong need
-satisfaction to a need/motiv is the reward, the level of motivation depends on the urgency of a paticular need, the strongest motive/need determines the next activity, this is true for misbehaviour and disobedience and willingness to work equally , the younger the horse the quicker the needs change  (ask and collect examples) 
-avoiding frustration as much as possible 
-in order for the horse to perform and be motivated we need to respect: genetic factors, the horses health, maturity and development, level of training, qualification and skill of the rider/trainer, level of motivation to work and perform 
-good performance and motivation of the horse depends on the above factors and as a rider knowing ones own skill level and the horses physical limitations are important
-genetic factors are: horses natural activity/ level of fowardness, being slow/relaxed, intelligent, insecure and industrious/busy nature, these traits most likely wont change much
-horses health condition: chronic illnesses (lungs, heart, bones, tendons, muscles and joints) lead to tension, refusal to work and associated pain with movement and eventuall loss of joy to work/move, motivation to perform and eventually even loss of joy to live, depend a lot on how the horse is raised (amount of free movment, light and fresh air), genetic dispositions, lack of nutrients or too much lead to being overweight, accidents, most common health issues are a result of hard use/training and/or how the horse is kept, soundness (60% of health issues are  related to lameness) which is affected by poor training and causes pain which diminishes horses joy and motivation to perform, key to good soundness is a lot of quiet movement (pasture grazing, quiet trailrides)
-horses maturity and develompment, tailoring the training goals to the age of the horse and its mental ability, always respect the horses condition and physical maturity, stamina and level of training when working with the horse, muscles are not a guideline of how much a young horse can do, bones, joints, fascia, tendons and ligaments are soft in young horses and stabilize with maturity and take time to develop, muscles, heart and lungs develop much quicker with training (physical maturity with 5-6 years of age), joint dont show pain until the damage is done to the cartilage due to over training (leaving harder movements for later  for example half passes and canter pirouettes until 6-7 years old)
-qualification and skill of humans around the horse, horse keeping is crucial with fresh air, space for movement, social intereaction and being able to play and being able to deal with frustrations, satisfying natural curiosity,  feeling safe and being able to rest and lay down, being able to eat for 12-16 hours per day, regular deworming, regular and correct hoof care, unhappy and frustrated horses  due to poor horse keeping are unmotivated in their training, mares in heat can affect training motivation, stallions with their sexdrive challenge handlers more, horses need to feel safe with their humans and trust them
-ability to perform, two factors: physical (coordination of body, stamina, mobility) and psycological (emotions, ability to cope with stress, 'belastbarkeit'),  fine line between not enough pysical stimulation (nothing changes) or too much (pain and overtaxing)
 -secret of good horsemanship to come out of the comfort zone but not for too long and go back to the comfort zone again, pushing the limits without overdoing it
-consistent language of the aids, visible aids ( body language on ground) felt aids (weight, leg, hands ), audible aids (voice)
-good fitting saddle is crucial, no motivation possible if riding equals ongoing pain and discomfort, can lead to learned helplessness 
-tailoring the work to the horses likes and preferences (focusing on what the horse is good at) to keep him motivated and giving him many succesful experiences. the more variation in a horses training the better one can see where the horses strenghts lie, the closer the expected performance level matches the horses natural talent and tendecies the more satisfiying the training results will be 

What do we need from the horse to be able to motivate him well?
-obedience , being able to use each horses individual character strenghts in the riders favor so the horse does what the rider wants and thinks of it as pleasant and fun, being able to recognize the cause behind disobediences
-trust, on the ground and under saddle in us, if we dont have his trust we can only mobilize him but not motivate, the horse feels safe  and secure by following his leader
-focus and concentration from the horse, performance starts with the mind, focus has to be learned  and its not natural for the horse to not get distracted by outside stimuli, focus and relaxation of the horse is influenced by the riders focus and relaxation
-the horse has to believe that he can achieve what we ask of him
-the ability to handle stress and emotions, is only partially genetic, we are responsible to carefully prepare the horse for the tasks we want him to do, showing him many different situations (trailrides, ponying, walking, pasture turn out in a herd, different locations....) as much variety as possible, relaxation is the preliminary stage for calmness and calmness is the preliminary stage for psycological resilience (ability to handle stress calmly) 

What is detrimental to motivation?
-too much of the same boring routine over years leads to a  lessening of the progress and enthusiasm that we had more in the begining of the horses training career, mature and trained hores training focuses more on gymnasticizing, maintaining fittness and strength and variety
-not confuse motivating with mobilizing, someone who gets pressured/moved around  constantly  looses the ability to move freely, with mobilizing one needs to ask for every activity separately the horse gives a minimum of effort and tries to do less every chance he gets and is indifferent, when motivating the activity is offered freely by the horse and only needs to be directed
-ongoing frustration and not satisfying needs/motivs
-over or under motivation leads to a decrease in performance, the level of physical and psycological strain is too much 
-under motivation caused by boredom, pain, weakness, frustration
-over motivation caused by fear, tenseness, trying too hard to avoid mistakes, not able to learn under stress
-when the limit of being able to cope with stress is reached, concentration suffers, circulation is reduced, exhaustion and negative attitude are left often together with fear, ultimately if this states lasts for prolonged times it manifests in diarrea, excessive sweating, stomach ulcers, nervousness, peeing, trouble breathing (=psychosomatic diseases) 
-if a horse learns to cope with stress depends on: his individual past experiences, trust in his human, fullfilled biological behaviours (horse keeping)
-stronger than fear is only curiosity paired with with the trust in the rider, some fear that is rooted deep because of traumatic experiences will always be there
-focusing on the hoses weaknesses kills motivation, instead find horses talents and focusing on them 

Learning behaviour, ways to teach the horse
are important to recognize and understand to be able to teach our horses in a motivating way
-trial and error
-to copy others
-understanding
-habituation
-personal experiences gained in conection with certain people, activities or situations
-positive reinforcement, success because its worth it (praise, relaxation, break, treat...), a try towards a request is always  a success and should feel rewarding to the horse
-negative reinforcement (= a response or behaviour is strengthened/ increased by stopping, removing (aids and riders actions)  and  avoiding  a negative outcome (stronger aids) when the horse responded) versus punishment (= decreasing a behaviour)  humans and horses can only manage a certain amount of defeat and failure
-a need that cant be met leads to frustration and can express itself in agression (biting, kicking), resignation (listless, apathetic), fixation (vices like cribbing, weaving, stall walking), regression (over reacting, fleeing), frustration as lasting condition leads to learnt helplessnes (be happy if your horse protests!) constant failure makes sick and can be interpreted as lazyness and no drive, horse then needs to be motivated for any kind of activity of his own account again
-learned helplessness can be caused by: ongoing pain, poor saddle fit, poor horse keeping practices, riders influence with aids and harsh taining styles,  excessive physical demands (for hoses with difficult conforation or limitations) 
Training of the horse/dressage
points to keep in mind to create and maintain motivation
-a disobidient horse is dangerous to the human
-Dressage is educating, teaching horse to be odedient and have an understanding for his training/work, he needs time to understand and participate in what we want of him, once he understands he doenst  need to be afraid and there is no need to brace, tense or defend himself
-we need to recognize if a unwanted behaviour  stems from fear or from being sassy, naughty and disrespectul, we need to analyze if an unwated behaviour is due to fear/uncertainty or cheekyness/disobedience and act accordingly, disciplining cheekyness or disobedince but not actions caused by fear, there we need to back off and approach differently, relax the horse, reestablish trust and curiosity first again 
-Dressage is gymnasticising the hose  and to promote his talents and to improve on his weaknesses, need to recognize his talents and accept that each horse takes a different amount of time to reach the same goals, horse needs to learn/understand how to use his body in different movments (easier for some harder for others), we need to respect each horses different character and the speed he learns at, young horses will try  and are willing to learn what we want, but they are also quickly overtaxed and are easily distractable, horses who learn fast also learn the wrong thing fast, slow learners really 'got it' once they understand
-learning new movments is stressfull (requires time, energy and lessons) but once learned it is stable, also wrong ways of movement are established if repeated often enogh, ideal are relaxed movements, horse only uses muscles he needs for the exercise = feels easiy and effortless and is motivating
-horse needs to develop pleasure in his work with us and turn into a self confident partner, he needs to be obedient but also think for himself otherwise its not a partnership, confidence to try what the rider asks of him, in this way he will try and become ambitious as the reward is worth his effort, 
-need for a common language we need to teach the aids to the horse
-the secret of riding and training is to give clear, simple and consistently the same aids, feeling with good timing for which aids are needed when and released at the correct time
-play of balance and movement between collecting and extending to not tire certain muscles which leads to pain and discomfort and decreased motivation
-one cant train something the horse is not able to do either physically or mentally yet, it will demoralize the horse
-horses back, on of the biggest reasons for misbehavior with horses (disobedince, bucking, uncontrollable forward) trying to get away from the pain in his back
-back muscles require 2-3 years of training to develop, compared to heart and lungs which can be trained much faster
-topline of the horse stretches in correct neck extension as well as in high collection in poll flexion with flexed haunches
Conclusion
-always ask questions, why did the horse do what he did
-exisiting character traits can be channeled  but can not be changed much 
-for optimal motivation and performance you need to either buy a horse who offers what you want to do with him naturally or you do what the horse offers and adapt to his likes/talents
-motivation depends on the horses environment, general health (fresh air for healty lungs), ruling out any potential pain (focus will go to the pain over concentration on rider and task), good horse keeping (satisfying horses biological needs). Those are equally important as motivation during the actual training phase, only happy horses work happily with us and enjoy the training as a welcome variety in their day, it is relatively easy for a good trainer to motivate a happy horse for his work if the goals are not set too high
-variety is key for a motivated horse who wants to work with the rider, together with good mental and physical health
-the maximum time for the work and learning phase is 10-45min the rest of the day the horse needs to just move (at least 2-2.5 hours per day) and is kept busy to avoid boredom
-the smaller the area the horse is kept in the more the human needs to make up for that boredom and lack of stiumualtion, movement and biological needs 
-motivation requires willingness, enthusiasm, determination, ambiton, drive and industriousness
-performance from the horse we can count on comes from self confidence in his own ability, the will to perform is not for granted, it can be destroyed as well as preseved and nourished which relates to the level of motivation (without motivation no performance)



